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joints should be electrically good and mechanically secure. Well-made screw joints, turned up tight, appear to be the best.
Bends.—Since electric surges tend to arc across sharp angles, lightning rods must have no short bends. Changes in direction must be avoided, as far as possible, and wherever, necessary, be made gradually along a curve of 30 centimeters (1 foot) radius, or more; self-induction must be kept at a minimum.
Attachment.—The rods should be attached to the building with holders of the same material as the rod itself. This prevents corrosion, and also secures electrical connection to the roof and sides which usually are wet and conducting during a thunderstorm.
Ground Connections.—Because of the considerable resistance of even very damp earth, ground connections should be as good, and as many, as practicable. Every descending rod, and there would better be one at each corner, and on large buildings even more, should be sunk straight down to perpetually damp earth; if convenient, connected also to underground water pipes, and, of course, protected from injury by a noninductive jacket a couple of meters above ground. Generally, copper is best for this purpose. If iron is used, it should not be packed in coke or charcoal, since either would cause the iron more rapidly to corrode.
Connection to Neighboring Conductors.—The high potential and strong induction of the lightning discharge require that not only gutters, waterspouts, and the like, on the outside, but also all internal conductors of large size, or considerable length, be connected with the outer system at their upper ends and wherever they come within even 2 or 3 meters of it, cross-connected with each other at points of close approach, and, finally, well grounded, from their lower ends, either directly, or by proper attachments, to the main conductors.
It is often stated that leaky gas pipes should be excepted from such connections. Possibly so, but in the first place gas pipes should not be allowed to leak.
Special Dangers.—Overland wires, telephone, telegraph, light and power, necessarily are sources of danger unless provided with proper lightning arresters, and so, also, are radio antennae. However, appropriate devices of this nature, commonly, are installed, and, therefore, danger from electric wires, usually, is negligible. Nevertheless, it must be remembered that this distinctly is a case where the price of protection is proper forethought and adequate precaution,
A much greater source of danger, because seldom, if ever, provided with an efficient lightning arrester, is the harmless-looking wire clothes line running from some part of the house to a convenient tree. The obvious remedy, in this important case, is either to use a cotton, or other fibre, rope, or else to avoid connection with the house altogether.

